ABSTRACT. The concept of sections of a fuzzy matrix was introduced by Kim & Roush. We study the relation between a fuzzy matrix and its sections. Also, we introduce the concept of a-irreflexive, strongly irreflexive and circular fuzzy matrix.
Introouction
A Boolean matrix is a matrix with elements each has value 0 or 1. A fuzzy matrix is a matrix with elements having values in the closed interval [0, 1] . The concept of sections of a fuzzy matrix was introduced by Kim and Roush!!].
In this paper, we show that many properties of a fuzzy matrix, such as reflexive, irreflexive, transitive, nilpotent, regular and others, can be extended to affits sections. We show also tnat some properties of the sections of a fuzzy matrix do not extend to the original fuzzy matrix, such a~ regularity property.
Moreover, we define some properties of a square fuzzy matrix, such as a-irreflexive, strongly irreflexive and circularity, and examine it throughout our results.
Preliminaries and Definitions
-We shall begin with the following definitions. We shall write a b instead of a .b.
Remark.
A fuzzy relation R from X to Y is defined to be fuzzy subset of X x Y. If X and Y are finite, weputX= {Xl' ...,xm}and Y= {Yl' ...,Yn} and R(Xi' Y) = rij(rijE[O,I]), i E I andj E J, where I = {I, ..., m}and J = {I, ..., n}. So, R = [riJ; i.e., R is a fuzzy matrix. The composition of the fuzzy relations Rand S on X x Yand Y x Z, respectively, is defined to be a fuzzy relation R 0 S on X x Z such that RoS(x,z) = Sup 
Remark
(1) Note that, if N,is an n x n fuzzy matrix with N"' = 0 for some positive integer m, then N is nilpotent in the sense of the above definition; i.e., ~ = 0 (see [10] ). Remark If E is idempotent; i. e., £2 = E, {hen we have E3 = £2 = E and E' = E2 = Eand so on. This means that E" = E for all p ~ 2.
Proposition 2.11
Let E be an n x n fuzzy matrix.. If E is, transitive and reflexive, then E is idempotent.
Proof
Since we have E is a transitive fuzzy matrix, E2 ~ E. Now, we show that E2 ~ E. n LetE2 = [e~~)]. Then e~7) = I ejk ekj ~ ejj ejj = ejj (Since we have Eisreflexive). k=) * Proposition 2.12 (4] Let N"be an irreflexive and transitive fuzzy matrix. Then N is nilpotent.
DefinitioI:l 2.13 [1.5] An m x nfuzzy matrix A is called regular if and only if there exists an n x m fuzzy matrix Gsuch thatAGA = A. Such a fuzzy matrix G is called a generalized inverse or a g-inverse of A.
Remark
Note that Gisnot unique since it is not unique in the crisp case. Definition 2.14 [8) An n x n fuzzy matrix S is called similarity if and only if it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive...
Some Properties of Sections of Fuzzy Matrices
Deflnition 3.1 [1] The section aof a fuzzy matrix A is a noolean matrix, denoted by Aa = [a~Jsuch that aa. = 1 ifa.. ~ a and a~. = 0 if a < a. 
*
The following theorem is useful for decomposition of fuzzy matrices into itssections.
Theorem 3.7 [9] Any fuzzy matrix A can be decomposed in the form: (1) R is a-reflexive => R& is reflexive, (2) R« is reflexive => R is a-reflexive.
Proof
(1) Suppose that R is a-reflexive, i.e., rij ~ a. Since we have 8 ~ a, rii ~ f> and so, . = 1. Hence R& is reflexive for all 8 ~ a. (1) R is a-irreflexive => RQ is irreflexive, (2) RQ is irreflexive => R is a-irreflexive.
(1) Suppose that R is a-irreflexive. i.e., rii ~ a. We have a < 8 and so, eii < 8, Proof Suppose thatR is strongly irreflexive. i.e., rjj ~rij for all i, j = 1,2, ...n. So that r':j ~ r':j. Hence RQ is stronglyirreflexive.
Conversely, suppose that RQ is strongly irreflexive for all a E [0, 1]. Then t': ""~ t':,. , ..Takin g a = r" we get r-'ii ~ r-'ii, i.e., 1 ~ r-,ii. Therefore , r.. ~ r... 
